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                      Is the number of 

                      years Norwich

Public Utilities (NPU) has been

owned and operated by the City of

Norwich.  Since its incorporation

on July 4, 1904, NPU has been

providing the citizens of Norwich,

Connecticut with reliable

electricity, safe and efficiently

delivery of natural gas, quality

drinking water, and a clean

environment with sanitary sewer

collection and treatment.
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$ 8 . 4 7

M I L L I O N
NPU contributed ten percent of its gross revenues from natural gas, water and electric to the City

of Norwich last year.  NPU's 10% is higher than the national average of 5.6% paid by public

power providers in the United States.  The average amount of revenue paid by an invester-owned

utility in the U.S. is about 4.4%.

 

This contribution to the city reduces taxpayers' burden by 4.68 mills.  Over the last ten years, NPU

has generated $80.03 million in revenue for the City's General Fund.

contributed to the City's General Fund in 2018

May, 2019

  

On behalf of Norwich Public Utilities (NPU), we are pleased to present our

first Community Impact Report to articulate the many ways that we work

with and for our customers and community.

 

The following pages include information and statistics on the wide range of

investments, projects, performance and services that keep our team very

busy every day of the year.

 

NPU is committed to making Norwich a great place to live, work and do

business. The men and women of our organization are committed to

meeting – and often exceeding – the expectations of our customers with

safe, reliable and reasonably priced natural gas, water, electric and

wastewater services.

 

We hope that you find the information included in our first Community

Impact Report to be interesting and helpful, and we look forward to

providing similar reports to our customers in the future.

 

Please do not hesitate to reach out to us at any time for additional

information or clarifications.

 

Sincerely,

 

Chris LaRose                                     Bob Staley

Acting General Manager                    Chairman

                                                           NPU Board of Commissioners



$950,000

CITY & COMMUNITY SERVICES
NPU provides a wide variety of additional services to the City of Norwich, beyond what you

would expect from a investor-owned utility.  Our employees bring their technical expertise

to efficiently and effectively maintain a variety of systems for the City of Norwich.  In 2018,

the value of these services amounted to more than:
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Hydrants

Internet & Data Fiber Network

IT Services

Street Lights/Traffic Lights

NPU installs, maintains and repairs a network

of more than 1,150 hydrants throughout

Norwich.
NPU provides and maintains Internet services and

city-wide connectivity for all municipal buildings,

schools and City departments through 44 miles of

fiber optic infrastructure.

NPU hosts phone, email services, and police

security cameras for the City of Norwich.

NPU installs, repairs and maintains all streetlights

throughout Norwich and traffic lights on all City-

owned streets.

Emergency Operations Center

NPU Field Service personnel perform routine and

emergency maintenance on the HVAC systems on

city-owned buildings and five volunteer fire stations.

HVAC Maintenance

NPU hosts the City's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in its

offices at 16 South Golden St.  The EOC serves as a command

center for the City of Norwich when necessary, and includes space

for the Mayor and City Manager, NPU, Norwich Police, Fire,

Public Works, Emergency Management and Social Services

Departments as well as Uncas Health District.  The EOC is

activated during times of extreme weather or natural disasters. 

2018 EOC ACTIVATIONS

Storms:

Drills:

Training:

Tours:

Total hours: 

2
3
2
2

68The EOC is equipped with a wide range of technology for the City to

plan and execute the appropriate response in a coordinated manner to

any emergency in Norwich and the region.  The facility is pre-staged

by NPU so that it can be completely mobilized within 20 minutes.

GIS Mapping Generator Maintenance
NPU Field Service personnel perform routine and

emergency maintenance on emergency generators at

city-owned facilities.

Banners & Holiday Lights
NPU line crews hang approximately 70 event banners throughout the

year for local civic organizations at no cost to the organization.

Additionally, crews spend about 200 hours each year setting up and

removing holiday lights in the downtown area.

NPU maintains state-of-the-art GIS mapping for

use by City departments and First Responders.

Number of events:

Setting up the rose on
Chelsea Parade



CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS AT THE NPU  SERVICE CENTER  LAST YEAR

1.  Pay in person at the NPU Customer  

 Service Center.

2.   Mail payment to NPU.

3.   Bring payment to any branch of Chelsea

Groton Bank, the Greeneville Drug Store, or

the Norwich Senior Center to be picked up.

4.   Pay online at norwichpublicutilities.com.

5.   Sign up for AutoPay.

6.   Pay by phone by calling 860-887-2555.

7.   Use a smartphone to Pay-by-text.
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Last year, customer

service representatives at

NPU interacted with our

customers in person at

our Customer Service

Center 95,000 times.

These interactions

included establishing

new accounts, discussing

payment plans, applying 

Almost 5,000 of customer calls required the

use of a language translation service.  Calls

were translated to Spanish, Mandarin,

Cantonese, Haitian and Korean speaking

customers.  NPU also has several bi-lingual

customer service representatives available to

assist our Spanish-speaking customers in

person at our Service Center.

Pay-by-text launched in 2018

Over 780 customers receive their utility statements

by email, eliminating the cost of printing and

mailing paper statements.

In 2018, NPU

generated 483,976 bills

for all utility services

NPU began offering Pay-by-text in 2018.

Customers now have seven ways

customers can easily and conveniently

pay their utility bill.  

95,000

In addition to assisting walk-in customers,

account representatives responded to over 153,200

phone calls in the past year.

for energy assistance, and

processing account

payments.

Social Media

NPU continues to expand its use of social media as an

effective way to communicate with customers.  In

2018, NPU posted 363 times on Facebook and had

almost 700 interactions.  The highest organic reach by

a single post was to 6,812 Facebook users. The number

of NPU Facebook followers increase by 25% between

January 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018.

Our customer service team
assists customers by phone
or in person 

CUSTOMER SERVICE



1,614 NPU  CUSTOMERS  RECEIVED  

ENERGY  ASSISTANCE

Operation Fuel

A total of 1,286 eligible NPU customers received $971,514 in energy assistance from Thames Valley

Council for Community Action (TVCCA) during the 2017/2018 heating season.  For the convenience of

our customers, a TVCCA representative is available at NPU's Customer Service Center from September to

May to assist with and accept applications.

Heating assistance programs

available to NPU customers:
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In 2018, NPU received $38,000 from Operation Fuel to assist 152 Norwich households in need of fuel

assistance.

 

Customers can contribute to Operation Fuel by making a donation with their utility payment either by mail or

on the online bill payment site.  NPU has two Customer Service Representatives trained to submit applications

for customers to Operation Fuel.

CEAP-CT Energy Assistance

Program, 860-889-1365

 

SAFA-State Appropriated Fuel

Assistance, 860-889-1635

 

Soldiers, Sailors & Marines

Relief Fund, 860-886-8557

 

Project Warm-Up, 860-464-

6012

 

Salvation Army, 860-889-2329

 

Clergy Fuel Bank, 860-889-3778

 

Operation Fuel, 860-889-8346

ENERGY ASSISTANCE

Additionally, NPU enrolled 176 customers in its Matching

Payment Program (MPP), a partnership with TVCCA which

helps customers with past-due balances get caught up on their

natural gas and electric bills.  The Program provided $167,605

in payments to qualified customers.

 

The MPP requires that customers are approved for energy

assistance for the 2017-18 heating season with TVCCA and

complete a Home Energy Savings (HES) audit with NPU.



ENERGY PORTFOLIO

Operation Fuel
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Total Generation Mix

In 2018, 5% of Norwich's power was generated from

hydrogeneration facilities on the Shetucket River in Occum

and Greeneville.  This equates to:

6,302 Megawatt Hours, which is enough 
power for 909 average size homes, and

$571,000 reduced power expenses
passed on to our customers

By the end of 2018, NPU completed the replacement of

more than 95% of our total electric meters, 69% of water

meters and 59% of natural gas meters to Automated

Metering Infrastructure (AMI).  

 

By December 2019, we anticipate that all electric AMI

meters will be installed, and by 2020 all residential water

and natural gas meters will be replaced with AMI meters.

AMI Project

AMI meters
78%

Non-AMI meters
22%

Natural Gas
48.7%

Nuclear
30.3%

Renewables
18.8%

Oil
1.1%

Coal
1.1%

Hydro
44.7%

Wind
17%

Refuse
15.4%

Wood
13.8%

Solar
6.4%

Hydro Power

Renewable Energy Mix

Tenth Street Hydro



RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
EFFICIENCY PROGRAM

Operation Fuel

Under the Residential Efficiency Program, 193

customers took advantage of NPU's free Home

Energy Savings program; of which seven

customers took advantage of $3,896 in attic

insulation rebates.  

 

High-efficiency heating/AC equipment upgrade

rebates totaling $35,517 were provided to 81

residential customers.
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In 2018, 52 NPU commercial

and industrial customers spent

a little over $2 million on 81

energy efficiency projects.

These projects included

lighting upgrades, heating and

cooling system improvements,

and installations of energy

efficient variable frequency

drives. These improvements

result in a collective savings of

more than $351,000 on energy

costs on an annual basis.  

In the Fall of 2018, NPU converted all 4,982

of the City's street lights to high efficiency

LED (light emitting diode) fixtures.

Converting to LED from high pressure sodium

(HPS) lights is estimated to save the City of

Norwich approximately $350,000 annually.

LED Street Light Project

C&I annual energy savings:
     
          kWh:  5,326,230
          kW:    1,812,661

The LED Street Light project had a budget of

$1.8 million and was completed in less than four

months. In addition to saving the City money, the

new street lights will provide the community with

a number of other benefits, including:

Reduced energy usage, which helps the

environment.

NPU launched its Electric Vehicle and Electric

Vehicle Charging Rebate Program in the Fall of

2018.  In the first three months of the program, NPU

provided $4,900 in rebates to six customers for

vehicles, home and workplace charging equipment.

EV Rebate Program

Reduced costs for NPU related to the

operations and maintenance (O&M)

component of its street light program, with

fewer repairs and replacements needed, given

the ten-year life-span of the lights.

Better visible light for Norwich residents,

increasing public safety in the community.

Atlantic City Linen Services
and the Eliza Huntington

Home were just two of the
commercial customers who

completed efficiency
projects and received

rebates in 2018.



ELECTRIC SERVICE OUTAGES

Operation Fuel
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NPU's long-standing reputation as a reliable electric

provider continued in 2018.  Electric crews responded to

227 outages throughout the year, including outages caused

by four significant storms.  Most of the outages were

caused by trees, branches and animals. Equipment issues

involved broken poles (often by automobiles), downed

wires and transformer malfunctions.

Vandalism

Planned Outages

Equipment issues

Natural Causes

Total Electric Outages

NPU is one of only 254 municipal utilities, out of 2,000 across the U.S. to be designated as a

Reliable Public Power Provider.  In 2018, NPU was designated at the Diamond level, the

highest designation level that can be achieved.  Designation lasts for three years; NPU was

also designated in 2012 and 2015.  

MUTUAL AID
In 2018 NPU sent crews to three locations to provide mutual aid.  Members of the Line Department traveled to
Puerto Rico to assist with restoration efforts following the devastation of Hurricane Maria in September 2017. 

 Locally, line crews responded to a request for aid from Wallingford Electric that occurred in May after a major wind

storm took down trees and damaged dozens of poles.  And in September, field service and underground construction

crews traveled to Massachusetts to assist with the make safe efforts following a large natural gas explosion that

impacted three towns and more than 30,000 people.

How NPU compares to other
utilities in terms of reliability

These statistics indicate that

NPU customers experienced

less outages that are shorter in

duration than both the average

national and regional utilities.

Data is based on SAIDI, SAIFI, and

CAIDI indices.

Puerto Rico Wallingford, CT Massachusetts



96 rebates were issued for high

efficiency heating equipment 

returning $105,600 to NPU

customers in 2018.
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With the addition of 30 new gas customers in 2018,

NPU has expanded natural gas service to 2,142

customers since the first Gas Expansion Bond was

approved in 2010.  All totalled, Norwich voters

approved $20.5 million for three bonds to expand

the natural gas distribution network (2010, 2012 and

in 2014).

 

As a result of the expansion project, two new natural

gas gate stations were built by Enbridge (formerly

Spectra Energy) at a cost of almost $10 million, the

tax revenues from these two stations will add an

additional $513,000 to the City of Norwich in 2019.

 

 

Natural Gas Equipment 

Rebate Program

Natural Gas Expansion $3 Million
in new gas revenue

=
$300,000

Additional annual payment to the City

Distribution Integrity Management Program (DIMP)
NPU is federally mandated by the U.S. Department of

Transportation to have an annual natural gas main

replacement plan in place, also known as DIMP.  The

DIMP plan identifies factors of the distribution system

necessary to locate and assess potential threats and risks to

the natural gas system. To reduce costs associated with

DIMP, NPU coordinates closely with the Connecticut

Department of Transportation and the Norwich Public

Works paving programs, using DIMP statistics to

determine which mains and services require replacement.  

 

NPU is committed to replacing all cast iron and

cathodically unprotected steel mains (17 miles) by 2034,

and replacing all cathodically unprotected steel services

by 2024.

 

NPU conducts annual safety inspections on all its 

mains and commercial meter sets, and one-third of its

residential services and meter sets.

Miles of cast iron and cathodically

unprotected steel gas mains were

replaced with modern plastic or

cathodically protected steel mains

in 2018.

Unprotected steel services were replaced

with modern plastic pipe in 2018.

1.43

83

Emergency calls for odor of gas,

all within an arrival time of 15

minutes or less 

 "No heat" calls to repair

customer-owned equipment

In 2018, Field Service

Technicians responded to:

331

485

$1.04 Million
expended on DIMP in 2018; these funds

were recovered through the natural gas

capital tracker charge.

NPU underground construction
crews replaced 3,300 linear
feet of natural gas main on

Prospect Street.
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NPU completed two major water projects in 2018.  These

projects were necessary to modernize the water treatment

process and improve water quality.

Water Infrastructure Improvements

Mohegan Park Water Storage Tank

Total project cost:  $3,131,000

Grant funding received:  $235,437

Fairview/Occum Water Storage Tank

Aeration/Mixing System

Total project cost:  $798,000

Grant funding received:  $239,400

Wastewater Treatment and Collection System

In 2018, Sewage Treatment Operators performed condition assessment/testing of the sewer system:

 billion gallons of water was treated at NPU's two treatment plants in 2018.   

Residential and commercial sewer back-up calls responded to in 2018.

These calls typically cost between $3,000 to $5,000.

Root Control

Roots are the second largest contributor to sewer

back-ups for NPU (grease is #1).  Two miles (2%)

of the sewer system is treated annually to prevent

damage caused by roots.

50

miles of sewer main (12.3% of the total NPU system)

1.85 billion gallons of sewage was treated at the Norwich Wastewater treatment Plant in 2018.

Water Treatment Process

The municipal water supply is constantly monitored to ensure it meets all local, state and federal guidelines.

In 2018:

water samples were collected

1.71
7.9 million gallons of water is held in distribution system storage tanks.

23,868
5,332

water sample tests were conducted 

14.7
203 manholes (5% of the total number of manholes in the system)

Construction of
Mohegan Park
Water Tank

Roots, grease and other materials cause
substantial sewer blockages

NPU prepares an annual
water quality report which
is available to all
customers.
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NPU supports city-wide economic development in a

variety of ways.  We are a one-stop shop for

developers, home owners, and businesses looking to

build or expand in Norwich or connect to NPU

utilities in surrounding communities.  In addition to

providing utility-related technical support, NPU staff

facilitate communications between the property

owner/developer and other city departments and

agencies.

 

NPU staff provided assistance to support the

following major economic development projects in

2018:

Economic Development

In 2018, NPU invested $500,000 through the

Connecticut Housing Finance Authority's Tax

Credit Contribution Program to rehabilitate

32 affordable family rental units in Norwich

that are owned and operated by Eastern

Housing Opportunities (ECHO).  The Tax

Credit Contribution Program allows NPU to

make this investment in lieu of paying a

portion of the its Gross Revenue Tax bill

which is applied to the purchase of natural

gas and electricity. 

$500,000 Investment in
Affordable Housing 

$137,371 Neighborhood
Assistance Tax Credit
Contribution

NPU contributed $137,371.49 to The Arc

New London County and United Community

& Family Services (UCFS) to cover energy

efficiency projects at both agencies.  These

funds were provided through the State of

Connecticut Neighborhood Assistance Act

Tax Credit Program, which allows NPU to

receive a credit of 100% on its contribution

for energy conservation program funding to

municipal or tax-exempt organizations.

The Hills at Riverview Apartments

Westledge Apartments

Optimus Senior Living Center

Ponemah Mills Apartments

Nordson (former Plas-Pak)

110 units are currently built with another large

phase planned.

120 units are currently under construction.

115 units are currently under construction.

Phase II (117 units) is under construction,

Phase III (54 units) is in development.

A facility expansion in progress.

Hale Mill

NPU is working with developer on design and

load requirements.

Norwich Community
Development Corporation

NPU provided the Norwich Community

Development Corporation (NCDC) with

$150,000 in operational funding.
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In 2018 NPU employees volunteered to participate in 15

community events in Norwich.  These ranged from health and

safety fairs where we provided valuable safety information and

demonstrated electrical safety using Hazard Hamlet, St. Patrick's,

Memorial Day and Winterfest parades, and family-focused

community events where our mascot Tilly delighted children of

all ages.

 

NPU employees also supported our community through

participation in the Greater Norwich Area Chamber of Commerce

Competitive Food Drive, the TVCCA Annual Food Drive, and the

Norwich Public Schools Fundraiser for School Supplies. 

Community Engagement

NPU is a proud supporer of the United Way of

Southeastern Connecticut.  Our 2018 Employee

Giving Campaign raised $31,160.  NPU partners

with UCFS and Norwich Public Schools to staff

the Mobile Food Pantry held every month at

Wequonnoc School in Taftville.  Employees also

volunteer at the annual Tommy Toy Drive

distribution center.  NPU was named 2018

Community Partner by the United Way.

NPU Lives United

GNACC Healthy Living Expo

NPS School Supply Drive

Rose Arts Festival

St. Pat's Parade
NPU Day

Tilly

Tommy Toy Fund Mobile Food Pantry


